
The Colorado Shootings, 2012

WHEREWAS BATMAN?

By Samantha Churcher
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May 21, 2012

Holmes, James 24

GB
Not excitable, v. quiet, shy, slumps when sitting, not easily engaged, reluctant to 
talk about self, v. smart, seems to require consistent stimulation, superficial 
charm, seems quite bored, promiscuous sexual behavior (mainly prostitutes)

T
Does not think himself at fault: possibly compensating for low self worth – seems 
to believe he has done nothing wrong, but is being treated a certain way. 
Breaks into fits of anger when certain points are discussed, e.g. recent drop out 
of medical school (June 10)
No guilt, no feelings of fault or responsibility

M
Depressive, anger/hatred, reluctant, unsure,

D
Seems he may have been wrong treated to have these events plague him – not 
ready to accept responsibility for his failure

H
Nothing known at present time

O/C
Constant praise required, female company, need to feel in control

P
Nothing known at present time

S/H
Has so far expressed suicidal thoughts frequently – feelings of frustration and 
giving up
The outbursts of immense anger could be of concern – monitor further
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May 25

While classes are becoming exceedingly boring, I find myself more and 
more inclined to wander the grounds in an attempt to find something 
more exciting to manifest in my mind. Today, sadly, I found myself 
instead wandering the grounds near the sports fields. I hate sports.

T here was however one interesting person there. Some girl, who I 
don’t think goes here, was interviewing the hockey team. I sat and 
watched her for a while, she was pretty, but not stuck up pretty – 
smart girl pretty. I’m not even sure what that is, but she seemed 
smart and I liked what I saw. T here was no way I could talk to her 
while she was around those monkeys though. I hope she comes back.

May 28

Professor Jones is a right A*hole. Seriously. What a prick. What is his deal 
anyway? what makes him so brilliant that he can tell me my thesis is crap 
without even reading it. I swear, if this prick keeps exercising his 
pretentious shit over me, I’ll just drop out. Who needs this stupid fucking 
post-grad degree anyway. Is it really going to get me anywhere? No.
what would get me somewhere would be ridding the world of all the 
pretentious fucks like him.
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I’m fairly new to this kind of dating. I’ve quickly realized there are so many men 

out there for me to choose from: The Bad Boys, The Party Guys, The Class 

Clowns, and even The Hot Guy with No Brains, to name a few. I’m having the 

time of my life going out there and getting to know all these different types of 

men. I’m starting to figure out what I like and what I don’t like. I have found 

myself incredibly attracted to some and completely turned off by others. Some 

that have future potential, and some that just make good friends. Men are like 

the game of hockey to me, and NHL teams are easily compared to a collection of 

male archetypes that everyone can relate to:

The Perfect Guy The Hot Guy with No Brains

The Bad Boy The Quiet Guy

The Boy Next Door The Former Stud turned Dud

The Guy You Lost Your Virginity to Your Friend’s Boyfriend

The Party Guy The Disappointment

The Class Clown The One That Transferred

The Nice Guy The Independent

The Friend with Benefits The One True Love

What if I fall in love with my Friend with Benefits? What if The Nice Guy doesn’t 

finish last? What if The Guy I Lost My Virginity To puts a ring on it? What if The 

Boy Next Door turns out to be the man of my dreams? What if one of The Party 

Boys shows that there’s more to him than being able to throw a good party? 

These are all questions that only time will tell. Until then, I’m going to let loose, 

have a good time, and enjoy the ride. It’s all about timing, you just never know 

what’s going to happen!
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May 31 

So it turns out she’s on T V. Some sports channel of course. 
Something to do with Hockey. But there she is, staring straight at 
me, that cute smile mocking me from behind the glass, that red 
effervescent hair cascading down over her shoulders until she 
teasingly flicked it back, away from her face. She’s taunting me. Her 
name is Jessica, and I want her.
What is it that makes girls like her think they’re better than other 
people? Looks? Status? Seriously, she’s not so special really, too busy 
for the rest of the world, too busy for coffee, even to chat? Fine. 
Whatever. I’m sorry that whatever happened to you recently has made 
you so utterly stuck up that you’re incapable of sitting down with 
another person and getting to know them before you decide they 
aren’t good enough.

Jun 10

I’ve dropped out.

Fuck it. T hey’ve got it coming.
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I can’t get this odd feeling out of my chest. This empty, almost sickening 
feeling won’t go away. I noticed this feeling when I was in the Eaton Center in 
Toronto just seconds before someone opened fire in the food court. An odd 
feeling that led me to go outside, and unknowingly out of harm‘s way. It’s 
hard for me to wrap my mind around how a weird feeling saved me from 
being in the middle of a deadly shooting. 
Everyday is worth something. Everyday. All days. Each day. Worth more than 
the last, worth as much as the last, worth what we make it into. When you 
have a brush with death - a brush that may be as light as a breeze caressing a 
cheek, as brutish as a hard stumbling crash into something starkly solid – the 
instance stays with you, you can never forget almost dying.
And after you experience this moment – this ever so significant, yet barely 
existing moment, in which you almost died – you are likely to do one of two 
things:

1)  You dwell on this instance, you cling to it and analyse it, 
  over and over and over and over. You wonder if one thing 
  had changed if you would be gone, if you could have saved 
  someone, if you could have stopped it. It consumes you, it 
  takes over your mind and filters into all your thoughts and 
  everything, everything, becomes related to the instance.

2)  You have a complete new view of the world, a new way of 
 experiencing, of living. Everything is important and significant 
 and special and precious. Every moment matters and you take 
 notice and you never want to take anything for granted ever 
 again. 


I did both.
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Jun 20

I found her twitter. Who even really uses twitter besides stuck up 
people and people who are part of the entertainment industry? I mean 
seriously? It led me to her blog - where I found two interesting 
entries. One about the types of guys she likes, or doesn’t like or 
whatever. So pretentious.
But the other blog entry really caught my attention, the reason she was 
so cold to me when I asked her to have coffee that time I saw her in the 
science labs interviewing that douche bag McCartney from the Hockey 
team. T hat shooting, the one in the mall in Toronto - she was there!
No wonder she seemed so shaken up. T hat must have seriously scared the 
shit out of her - poor girl.
Poor girl. Really? I’m not sure anymore, I’m starting to think that 
maybe these people have it coming, if they’re going to walk around all high 
and mighty thinking they are better than anyone else. I could have been 
anyone of those guys on that stupid list, I could have comforted her and 
made her feel better. But she’s no better than the stupid whores who 
take my money and send me packing. Only she has taken my happiness and 
that stinks.
She’s seeing the new Batman movie on release night according to twitter. 
I would have taken her. I would have made it the most amazing night ever.
Professor Jones mentioned it as well. Seems it’s going to be the place to 
be.
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July 18, 2012
Holmes, James 24

GB
Much more animated, mostly anger, hostility, frustration. Aggressive hand movements 
suggest pent up aggression. Highly volatile and high strung - seems he may snap 
at any moment. V. anxious
Does not want to answer questions, turns anger on myself when it is addressed.
Either isn’t paying attention or seems there is some form of hearing loss - 
constantly aggravated, saying I am mumbling.
Has begun to show a nervous tick under left eye.

T
Thinks that the world is against him, that everyone is out to get him (for 
what?), quite paranoid and outwardly aggressive toward people in general. Dropped 
out of medical school because he thought it would not benefit him on his path (?)
Still - no guilt, no feelings of fault or responsibility

M
Anger, hatred, revulsion, paranoia, fear, frustration, aggression, mass ANXIETY, 
tired, deflated
Mood has altered drastically since first visit - degrading

D
World is against him - what for? 
Medical school  - why did he drop out? What path is it that this would not 
benefit him on?

H
Claims his mother visits him and belittles him - mother lives in San Diego and 
has not visited in some time - unsure whether h. caused by drugs/mental state

O/C
Still feels need to be in control at all times, constant fear that he is not
Still desires female company, has twice mentioned this is the only reason he still 
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comes to session with me.
Seems to have developed a consistent scratching of the back of right hand

P
Seems to have developed strong fear of professors/disciplinary figures (police, 
campus security)
Strong dislike toward being touched in anyway (not a problem previously)

S/H
Anger has escalated and is addressed outwardly
Frequent mentions of wanting to harm others
Still talk of suicide, but outweighed by talk of harm to others

NB: Further Monitor for possible homicidal/suicidal attempts - aggression building, 
particularly toward professors
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July 6
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T hey can all go to Hell.
July 12
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James Holmes
The 24 year old medical school 
dropout, was undergoing 
psychiatric evaluation at the 
time of the shooting. 

‘THE JOKER’
The Batman Shooting

By Dawn Porter

July 20, 2012:
12 people killed 
and more than 50 
others injured 

in a cinema 
shooting in 

Aurora, 
Colorado.

NIGHT OF HORRORS
On what should have been the movie event of the year, The Cinema 16 complex in Aurora became the scene 
of a truly tragic loss of life. 

 After months of anticipation for what was 
predicted to be the biggest movie release of 
the year, thousands of people across the world 
had pre-purchased tickets and lined up to be 
some of the first in the world to see the last 
instalment in the acclaimed trilogy from 
director Christopher Nolan.
 There was a warm, sweet summer air 
that clung to the skin perhaps a little too 
intimately on the night of July 20, as the 
assortment of comic nerds, movie buffs and 
Batman wannabes shuffled awkwardly against 
each other in budding anticipation. Some were 
animatedly discussing the recent DC New 52 
comic re leases, others the expected 
pleasantness of the air-conditioning inside the 
theater, and others still arguing about who was 
first in the line and whether or not the line had 
moved, bunched-up, un-bunched, tousled.
	 Among them, avid Batman fan, James 
Holmes, waited quietly in line and entered the 
cinema with the crowd.
	 In a sad turn of events, only 30 minutes 
into the premiere screening, James Holmes, a 

24-year-old medical student who had recently 
dropped out of completing his PhD at the 
University of Colorado Anschutz Medical 
Campus, stormed the theater wearing a gas 
masked and sporting brightly dyed orange hair. 
After exiting and re-entering the cinema 
through an emergency exit, Holmes threw gas 
canisters that filled the packed suburban 
Denver theater with smoke, and, in the 
confusing haze between Hollywood fantasy 
and terrifying reality, opened fire as people 
screamed and dove for cover.
	 The tragic event resulted in the deaths of 
12 people, including six-year-old Veronica 
Moser-Sullivan. Another 58 people were injured 
in the assault, leaving many with long-term 
injuries. 
 Holmes’ was arrested at the scene and 
did not resist arrest, however he warned police 
that his apartment was booby-trapped, and 
further investigation showed that had police 
not sent in a bomb robot, more people would 
surely have been killed. 

The aftermath of 
a deadly mass 
shooting at the 

Cinema 16 complex 
in Aurora.
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	 Listening to the recordings from Friday 
morning's massacre, you would think Kathie 
Stauffer felt no emotion as she calmly directed 
resources to the Aurora movie theatre where 
scores were injured and a dozen killed. Her 
voice betrayed nothing. Her demeanour was 
calm. She was unruffled.	
 Inside, she was roiling as officers pleaded 
for additional resources — gas masks, more 
help, ambulances and care for dying 6-year-old 
Veronica.
	 "Every call with a kid, I'm thinking of my 
own," Stauffer, mother of a 9-year-old girl and 
15-year-old boy, said Sunday night in an 
interview with The Denver Post. "That's really 
what I'm struggling with now to not think about 
my own daughter every time."
	 Thursday night had been even less than 
routine. Stauffer, working channel 2 of three 
Aurora dispatch channels, had seen little 
emergency traffic in the part of the city for 
which she was responsible.
	 "My screen was very empty," she said.
All at once, around 12:40 a.m. Friday, it blew 
up. From across the room, Stauffer could hear 
call takers responding to wave upon wave of 
911 calls for help from the Century Aurora 16 
multiplex.
	 While the night ended quite traumatically 
for dozens of Colorado locals, for 12 
individuals, it was their last. Below are the 

individuals who were killed on the night of July 
20, 2012:
	 Alex Sullivan, 27; Alex Teves, 24; 
Alexander Boik, 18; Gordon Cowden, 51; Jesse 
Childress, 29; Jessica Ghawi, 24; John Larimer, 
27; Jonathan Blunk, 26; Matt McQuinn, 27; 
Micayla Medek, 23; Rebecca Wingo, 32 and 
Veronica Moser-Sullivan, 6. (Pictured Below).
	 The community has struggled to come to 
terms with the horrible tragedy. Several 
candlelit vigils have been held to pay respects 
to the victims and their families, who have 
been left behind in a living nightmare.
	 Meanwhile, as the community of Aurora 
suffers in the settling dust and blood, 24-year-
old James Holmes has attended court, and 
now faces two counts of first degree murder 
for each of the 12 people killed - one each for 
their deliberate killing and one more for killing 
through "depraved indifference" to the lives of 
his victims.
	 He also faces 116 attempted murder 
charges for endangering the lives of all those in 
the cinema with indiscriminate firing, one count 
of possession of an explosive device and one 
sentence enhancement count for a "crime of 
violence."
	 While it is unclear whether Holmes was 
suffering any kind of mental illness at the time, 
it seems unlikely that he will be able to get off 
the charges with an insanity plea.

The Victims 
of the July 20 

shooting

From Top: Gas mask worn by 
the accused at the time of 
the incident.
Movie ticket stub for the 
film on the day of the 
 shooting.

    Below:The crime scene 
          after the fact.
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Like many Americans, when unsure of how to deal with an 
overload of negative emotion or physical and mental stress, James 
Homes sought the help of professionals. Reports speculate that 
Holmes’ saw as many as three mental health professionals prior to the 
shootings on July 20, 2012. 

The last known psychiatrist that Holmes’ reportedly visited was 
Lynne Fenton, who was working at the University of Colorado at the 
time, listed as the medical director of the school's Student Mental 
Health Services,

This isn’t the first time Fenton has appeared in the news, however. 
In 2004, Fenton was disciplined for prescribing herself anti-anxiety drug 
Xanax when her mother was dying and it also emerged she prescribed 
her husband sleeping tablet Ambien, allergy medicine Claritin and 
Vicodin. 
	 Dr Lynne Fenton - who is said to specialize in schizophrenia and 
'threat assessment' - may become the subject of a number of lawsuits 
if it emerges she could have prevented the massacre.
 It has been reported that Holmes’ had mailed a journal to Fenton, 
along with a number of letters’ to professors, which detail his 
deteriorating mental state and will be used against his case in the trial.
	 While the details of the journal and the letters are being withheld 
from the public for the duration of the trial, details have leaked of the 
possibility that there were detailed drawings and plans regarding the 
conception of the massacre that took place in July, 2012. 
	 If the journal was in fact mailed to Fenton, whether an attempt to 
gain help or to tempt the notion of being caught, the journal could have 
provided law enforcement with the means to debunk the massacre 
before it took place. This will be further investigated by police before 
the issue is brought before the court.
 In Holmes’ case, they happen to be the very same drugs that 
ultimately led to the early death of actor Heath Ledger. With a fix for 
‘altering his state of mind’, the ‘Batman shooter’ was heavily hooked on 
the prescription painkiller Vicodin. Holmes even reportedly dosed up on 
a pharmaceutical cocktail just before the shooting.

 Vicodin happens to be the very same drug that Fenton has 

illegally prescribed to her husband. The drug, which Holmes’ had a 

reported addiction to is also 
known for causing side 
effects including 
 While also abusing 
the same prescr ip t ion 
pharmaceuticals as Heath 
Ledger (who played The 
Joker in a previous Batman), 
Holmes actually told police 
that he was The Joker. The statements 
made by Holmes were even curious to many 
friends and relatives, who said just a year ago Holmes was seen as an 
‘all-American boy’ with an affinity for his family. It appears what 
changed was the Batman shooter’s decision to begin altering his 
mental state with prescription drug abuse. Abuse which may have far 
extended beyond painkillers and potentially included psychotropic 
drugs — the very same drugs that almost every single massacre 
shooter have taken.
	 AS James Holmes remains behind bars suspected of the Dark 
Knight Rises massacre, crime and legal experts have dissected his 
'Joker' appearance, to explain his state.
	 At a brief court appearance in the Arapahoe County District 
Court, Holmes appeared to be somewhere else. He looked variously 
dazed, sleepy, confused and wide-eyed, and seemingly unaware that 
he was focus of proceedings being watched across the world.
	 Dr. Jeffrey Gardere, an assistant professor of behavioral 
medicine at Touro College of Osteopathic Medicine said there could be 
a "psychotic process" going on. "It struck me that this is a person 
who's been through an emotional maelstrom and therefore might be 
totally wiped out emotionally," he said.
	 Holmes is now undergoing more psychiatric treatment to 
determine whether or not he will be fit to face further court hearings to 
determine his final sentence.
	 Family, friends and local members of Aurora, Colorado recently 
held a candlelit vigil in memory of the victims of this horrible event. May 
they rest in peace and this event prevent others like it from happening.

PROFESSIONAL HELP
Where do you draw the line?

Ongoing Trial
James Holmes’ has been charged with 
murder counts for each of the 12 killed, 
along with 116 charges of attempted 
murder, one count of possession of 
explosives and one sentence 
enhancement count for a ‘crime of 
violence’.

Dawn Porter

• http://dawnporter.wordpress.com/
• http://www.facebook.com/pages/

Dawn-Porter/36207770516
• https://twitter.com/hotpatooties

NEWSWEEK

7 Hanover Sq  

New York, NY 

10004, United States

(800) 631-1040

Holmes’ 
Psychiatrist, 
Lynne Fenton
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